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Climatology data of fire weather across the landscape can provide 
science-based evidence for informing strategic decisions to 
ameliorate the impacts (at times extreme) of bushfires on community 
socio-economic wellbeing and to sustain ecosystem health and 
functions. A long-term climatology requires spatial and temporal data 
that are consistent to represent the landscape in sufficient detail to be 
useful for fire weather studies and management purposes. To address 
this inhomogeneity problem for analyses of a variety of fire weather 
interests and to provide a dataset for management decision-support, a 
homogeneous 41-year (1972-2012), hourly interval, 4 km gridded 
climate dataset for Victoria has been generated using a combination 
of mesoscale modelling, global reanalysis data, surface observations, 
and historic observed rainfall analyses. Hourly near-surface forecast 
fields were combined with Drought Factor (DF) fields calculated 
from the Australian Water Availability Project (AWAP) rainfall 
analyses to generate fields of hourly fire danger indices for each hour 
of the 41-year period. A quantile mapping (QM) bias correction 
technique utilizing available observations during 1996-2012 was used 
to ameliorate any model biases in wind speed, temperature and 
relative humidity. Extensive evaluation was undertaken including 
both quantitative and case study qualitative assessments. The final 
dataset includes 4-km surface hourly temperature, relative humidity, 
wind speed, wind direction, Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI), and 
daily DF and Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI), and a 32-level 
full three-dimensional volume atmosphere. 

1. Introduction 

Climatology data of fire weather across the landscape can provide science-based evidence for informing 
strategic decisions to ameliorate the impacts (at times extreme) of bushfires on community socio-economic 
wellbeing and to sustain ecosystem health and functions. However, there are some considerable barriers in 
creating a long-term homogeneous climatology which resolves variations across the landscape at a regional 
scale strictly from meteorological observations, as shown by the relatively low number of reliable, long-term 
observation records available for analyses such as that of Lucas et al. (2007). These issues can be broadly 
categorized into inhomogeneities in time and in space of the Bureau of Meteorology observing sites.
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Between 1972 and 2012 there have been steady changes in observing networks, observing practice, and 
instrumentation. In 1972 the reporting frequency at surface weather stations was at best 3-hourly, and a 
significant number of station’s reports were only at 0900 and 1500 local time. In addition, stations opened, 
closed, or were moved during this period. A significant change in reporting frequency and in observing practice 
occurred from the early 1990s, when Automatic Weather Stations (AWS) gradually replaced the manual 
observations. This had several benefits, including much more frequent reporting, the benefit of not having to site 
the instrumentation at a place where personnel needed to be available at each observation time, and, enormously 
important from a fire weather perspective, anemometers were universal with these AWS. This provided for 
quantitative rather than estimated wind speeds. The implication of these inhomogeneities in wind speed 
estimation/measurement for fire weather calculations is shown in Lucas (2010), and the difficulties of 
establishing a comprehensive wind climatology have been discussed by Jakob (2010). 
 
Inhomogeneities in space of the observing network also have significant implications for fire weather 
applications. The majority of the observations are based near population centres, and so do not necessarily 
reflect the conditions in the forests where the bulk of major bushfires occur concentrated in the slopes and 
valleys of the ranges through central and eastern Victoria. The inhomogeneities in the observational record of 
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed make spatial interpolation of these observations, or statistical 
downscaling of the observations impractical if physically realistic spatial variation of the data across the 
Victorian landscape were to be achieved. 
 
Mesoscale NWP is a viable strategy to produce a homogenous dataset. Operational NWP outputs, while 
archived by most national weather services, suffer from the fact that these models are upgraded every few years, 
and so can produce major inhomogeneities if they are to be used for climatological studies. These model 
changes are desired for improved forecasting, but a gridded dataset for climatological purposes requires a 
consistent model. Homogeneous in this paper refers to the use of a consistent model with no model physics 
changes during the analysis period and a consistent bias correction method. Thus, the model output is 
homogeneous with respect to the model physics and post-processing. Several global climate “reanalysis” 
datasets have been generated, which use a consistent and contemporary data assimilation scheme that includes a 
numerical prediction model to re-analyse the historical data record (e.g., Kalnay et al. 1996; Kallberg et al. 
2007). While these data sets have a grid-spacing that is too coarse for the more localized needs of Victorian fire 
management, they can be used as initial and boundary conditions for mesoscale NWP model integrations, with 
multiple nests if desired, to achieve high spatial detail in the inner nests. This is termed dynamic downscaling of 
the global reanalyses data sets. 
 
For this project we used the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model (Skamarock et al. 2008) to create 
a 1972-2012 hourly 4-km resolution dynamically downscaled dataset for Victoria including surface and upper-
air outputs. This model has been well established in simulations conducted over various regions globally, as 
explained in Andrys et al. (2015), and is used operationally by agencies such as the U.S. National Weather 
Service. There has been increasing use of the WRF model for purposes of forestry, fire and agricultural 
applications though with varying results. For example, a recent study by Andrys et al. (2015) evaluated a 
gridded dataset of rainfall, minimum temperature and maximum temperature covering southwestern Western 
Australia over a 30-year period. They used two nested domains at 10 and 5 km resolution with an aim of 
comparing how well differing resolutions resolve complexity. They found the model was able to simulate daily, 
seasonal and annual variations in temperature and precipitation well, including extreme events. They also found 
significant performance gains in modeling precipitation with higher grid resolution. A study by Simpson et al. 
(2014) used WRF to simulate fire weather conditions for a single fire season (2009-10) in New Zealand. This 
study evaluated 12-hourly temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction along with daily rainfall, a 
New Zealand fire weather index, and the Continuous Haines index. They found an under-prediction of 
temperature and relative humidity and an over-prediction of wind speeds and rainfall. They also found issues 
around under-predicting extremes. Clarke et al. (2013) simulated fire weather for southeast Australia from 1985 
to 2009. They compared their results to station based observations of FFDI and found WRF simulated the main 
features of the FFDI distribution and its spatial variation with an overall positive bias. They concluded that the 
errors in average FFDI were mostly caused by relative humidity, whereas the errors in extreme FFDI were 
mostly driven by wind speed. Finally, in general, they found better performance when reducing grid spacing 
from 50 km to 10 km. 
 
While the studies mentioned above have made major advancements in using WRF to produce simulations useful 
for fire studies, the fire weather climatology dataset produced in this study is the first of its kind to provide 
WRF-derived long-term hourly values of meteorological variables on a regular high spatial resolution grid over 
Victoria, Australia. A statistical bias correction (Quantile Mapping, QM) was applied to surface temperature, 
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relative humidity and wind speed to improve the output. A particular feature of our QM method is that separate 
equations were applied for each hour and each month to compensate for the diurnally and seasonally varying 
biases identified. By interpolating over the grid, the spatial variation in bias pattern is also accommodated. The 
project climatology combines WRF hourly output with Drought Factors based on the Australian Water 
Availability Project (AWAP) rainfall analyses (Jones et al. 2009) to generate hourly gridded fields of the Forest 
Fire Danger Index (FFDI). This paper focuses on descriptions of the model configuration, running strategy, QM 
bias correction, and quality control/assessment procedures that were used in developing the data set. Some 
examples of its climatology are presented, but more detailed analyses will be presented in future work. Brown et 
al. (2016) provides greater detail including many examples of the output data. 
 
The fire management relevance and uses of a high spatial and temporal resolution data set include, but are not 
limited to: 
 

• Estimating climate-related bushfire risk 
• Estimating number of days suitable for planned burning 
• Input into the allocation of fire management resources – including planned burning 
• Bushfire case study analysis, refinement and improvement of burning prescriptions 
• Development of climate envelopes for vegetation communities 
• Development of weather predictions for "fire use" decision making, and future bushfire climate 

predictions for strategic planning 
• Providing hourly high-resolution weather input for fire spread models 

2. Dataset development 

The final output data set comprises a set of NWP model grids, with a bias correction based on AWS 
observations from the Bureau of Meteorology, and a set of daily Keetch Byram Drought Indices (KBDI, Keetch 
and Byram 1968), Drought Factors (DF, Griffiths 1998) based on the Australian Water Availability Project 
(AWAP) dataset of gridded daily 24-hour rainfall (Jones et al., 2009), and the daily maximum temperatures 
from the bias-corrected WRF data. The AWAP dataset has a resolution of 0.05o latitude by 0.05o longitude (~5 x 
5 km), with a positional accuracy of 0.01o (~1 km) or better. Combining the WRF 2 m temperature, 2 m relative 
humidity, and 10 m wind speed grids with the AWAP-based DF allowed hourly grids of Forest Fire Danger 
Index (FFDI) to be calculated following Noble et al. (1980). 

2.1 Weather Research and Forecast model (WRF) 

The WRF model described by Skamarock et al. (2008) is a well-supported and widely used non-hydrostatic 
model that includes a wide range of choices of physical parameterization schemes. Three integration domains 
were used in our configuration (Figure 1) with grid spacings of 36 km (outer mesh), 12 km (middle mesh), and 
4 km (inner mesh). Each nest has 33 vertical model levels (surface plus 32 sigma levels). Initial state and lateral 
boundary conditions for the outer mesh are provided by 6-hourly interval global reanalyses. 
 
Figure 2 shows model terrain height in meters for the 4 km domain calculations. The terrain data are the 30 
second (~0.9 km) grid data provided by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) as part of the 
WRF package. 
 
Choices of physical parameterisation packages selected are listed in Table 1. While there are many choices in 
model parameters, we initially chose the WRF community recommended setup 
(http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/docs/user_guide_V3.5/users_guide_chap5.htm#examples; last accessed 
15 August 2016), then made adjustments based on detailed model tests. WRF version 3.5.1 and the ARW 
(Advanced Research WRF) dynamical core were used. The cumulus parameterization was only used for the 36 
and 12 km grids. 
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Figure 1 Map showing the domains of the three nested WRF grids centred over Victoria (outer grid spacing 

36 km; middle 12 km; inner 4 km). 
 

 
Figure 2 Map showing 4-km inner domain grid resolution in meters. Warmer colors indicate higher terrain. 
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Table 1 List of physical parameterisations used in the WRF configuration. For physics scheme references 

see http://www2.mmm.ucar.edu/wrf/users/phys_references.html (last accessed 15 August 2016). 

2.2 Integration strategy 

There are logistical and data set quality benefits in performing longer (multi-day) rather than shorter (1-2 day) 
integrations in order to reduce the number of discontinuities at the commencement of each new integration due 
to the need for the inner grid to “spin up” from the smooth global reanalysis fields. One would intuitively expect 
that the model solution would drift somewhat from reality with time, although the use of lateral boundary 
conditions from analysis rather than the forecast conditions used in operational forecast models should reduce 
this effect somewhat. After considerable testing, we chose to generate the data using 15-day integrations, but 
with the first day of each integration treated as a spin-up period and thus discarded. Therefore, days 2-15 of each 
integration become Days 1-14 of each two-week data set period. Other integration strategies are possible, but 
shorter periods lead to greater complexity in running, and to more breaks in continuity, while longer periods risk 
drift from meteorological accuracy. 
 
Analysis nudging was implemented for U and V wind components on all three domains, and on all sigma levels 
throughout the domain, except in the lowest levels of the PBL. Temperature and specific humidity were nudged 
above the PBL. These choices follow NCAR’s recommended settings. Emphasis was given to the wind 
components to reduce model perturbations seen in the testing phase output. Time-wise, nudging was done at 6-
hour intervals, with a ramping-down period of 60 minutes. After some analysis, nudging coefficients of 0.0012 
were selected. 

2.3 Initial and boundary conditions 

We utilized three global reanalyses for initial state and lateral boundary conditions to start each WRF integration 
and nudge fields through a 15-day process before reinitialising. These were the: 

§ NCEP FNL (Final) Operational Global Analysis: ~1 degree 6-hourly (1999-present) 2003-2012 (NCEP 
2000) 

§ ECMWF ERA-Interim: 80 km (~.7 degrees) 6-hourly (1979-present) 1979-2003 (Dee et al. 2011) 
§ ECMWF ERA-40: ~1.4 degree 6-hourly (1957-2001) 1972-1978 (Kallberg et al. 2007) 

 
The 2003-2012 period was used as a primary test period because of the availability of more surface stations for 
statistical and case study evaluation. The FNL analysis was chosen for this period primarily due to team 
experience in working with the FNL-WRF combination. This period represented substantial testing of WRF 
model configuration. While the FNL analysis could have been used to generate WRF output back to 1999, we 
needed an analysis that was available back to 1972. The ECMWF reanalysis does this, but in two datasets. We 
chose the ERA-interim version back to 1979 because its spatial grid size (80-km) is finer resolution and closer 
to FNL than ERA-40 at ~1.4 degrees. To then be more consistent with ERA-Interim, we chose to use ERA-40 to 
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complete the dataset with 1972. One year of overlap (2003) was run using both FNL and ERA-Interim. A coarse 
comparison of the two datasets did not reveal substantial differences in WRF output. Kala et al. (2015) show 
and state that the use of ERA-Interim and FNL is appropriate for re-producing the past climate as accurately as 
possible. 
 
2.4 Bias correction 

A statistical bias (mean error of predicted minus observed) from atmospheric models is not uncommon due to 
combinations of physics parameterizations, spatial resolution and input data (initial boundary conditions 
including model type and data assimilation). The bias may run consistently above or below a mean observed 
value, and thus can be accounted for in the final model output using a statistical correction. However, 
atmospheric model bias can also be a function of season and hour of the day due to both model physics and the 
local characteristics of the station siting (e.g., elevation, aspect), requiring a more nuanced statistical correction 
approach. Figure 3 highlights the diurnal and seasonality of temperature bias (°C) for two Automatic Weather 
Stations (AWS) in Victoria, Essendon (a; station 4 Figure 6) and Bairnsdale (b; station 67 Figure 6). For 
Essendon, the overall magnitude of the bias ranges from approximately -0.5 to +2.0°C, though nearly all months 
and hours have a positive bias. Bairnsdale shows a much greater range of bias from approximately -2.75 to 
+3.1°C. The seasonality is especially highlighted with a cool bias during the cool season (May-November) for 
the hours around 0800 through 2100 UTC, which are the local time night and early morning hours, respectively. 
But during the warm season, the highest warm bias is during nighttime local time. These examples clearly 
highlight the need for hourly and seasonal bias correction, and also show how there can be regional differences 
in the bias. 
 
QM for statistical adjustment of bias has been an accepted methodology for many years (e.g., Panofsky and 
Brier 1968), and has been used for numerous global climate model projection bias corrections (e.g., Maurer et 
al. 2010, 2014; Thrasher et al., 2012). QM adjusts a model value by mapping quantiles of the model distribution 
onto quantiles of the observation distribution. Figure 4 provides a visual schematic of the QM process (adapted 
from Pierce et al. 2015). The blue line shows a hypothetical normal distribution cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of observed temperatures and their corresponding quantiles. The red line represents a hypothetical CDF 
of model temperatures and their corresponding quantiles. The black horizontal line highlights the 0.2 quantile 
value. The upward blue dashed line indicates that 10°C is the model 0.2 quantile. The left pointing short arrow 
shows where the 0.2 quantile intersects the observed temperature value, and the downward pointing arrow 
shows the observed value that should be used as the bias corrected value. In this case, the model 10°C becomes 
8.9°C. 
 
Our bias correction process was a multistep approach (Figure 5). The first step was to gather hourly AWS 
observations for stations in and bordering Victoria. Data quality control (QC) was applied by first checking for 
obvious unrealistic values (i.e., negative relative humidity and wind speed; relative humidity > 100%). Next, an 
exploratory data analysis type check was applied to remove temperature and wind speed outliers that were likely 
in error. We based the outlier detection using the standard exploratory data analysis procedure from Velleman 
and Hoaglin (1981). The primary difference being we found that the 20th and 80th percentiles for the 
interquantile range were better suited for our outlier detection algorithm (described next) rather than the 
standard 25th and 75th percentiles. This algorithm was applied to temperature and the right tail of wind (it was 
not necessary for the bounded relative humidity and the zero limited left tail of wind speed). An interquantile 
range was calculated based on the 20th and 80th percentiles, and multiplied by 3 (Velleman and Hoaglin 1981). 
This value was then added to the 80th percentile number for temperature and wind speed maximum value outlier 
detection (also subtracted from the 20th percentile for minimum temperature value outlier detection) providing a 
threshold for which any observation exceeding this value was removed. This removed extreme values that were 
deemed an observation error. Checking of results from this method revealed that indeed questionable values 
were properly flagged. As an additional precaution for temperature QC, we checked that no station exceeded the 
official Bureau of Meteorology maximum and minimum state records. This process yielded maximum and 
minimum values allowable by hour and month for each station. Only stations that had hourly data for at least the 
most recent ten years were used, yielding 75 stations available for the QM process (Figure 6). 
 
Step two was simply to match the AWS location to the nearest WRF land grid point. Testing showed that using 
water grid points to match a coastal AWS introduced anomalous values in the QM; therefore, it is important to 
use only land grid points for the cumulative distribution functions. 
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Figure 3 Hourly (UTC) and monthly temperature bias (°C) for Essendon (a) and Bairnsdale (b). The colored 

symbols and lines correspond to each respective month. 
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Figure 4 Example illustrative schematic of the quantile mapping methodology. 
 
Step three was the computation of the climatological empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDF) for 
each AWS and corresponding matched WRF grid point. Theoretical distributions (i.e., normal, beta, Weibell for 
temperature, relative humidity and wind speed, respectively) were originally tested, but it was determined that 
these did not provide satisfactory estimates in the distribution tails during the mapping process. ECDFs were 
determined for each hour for each month (288 functions each for observation and model). For example, if a 
station had sixteen years of hourly data, then an ECDF was computed for hour 0000, 0100, etc. over all of the 
16 years of January. Given the beginning of the earliest AWS records in 1996 and the analysis ending in 2013, 
the range of years across the 75 stations used to develop ECDFs was 10.1 to 17.6, with an average of 15.6 years. 
The R software package (R Core Team 2013) was used to empirically fit the data and determine the quantile 
values. Figure 7 shows an example ECDF for January 0400 UTC for Melbourne Airport (station 7, Figure 6). 
The red (observed) and blue (WRF) curves are for the period 2003-2012. The purple (observed) and yellow 
(WRF) curves are for the period 1972-2002. Thus, these curves show both the difference between the observed 
and WRF ECDFs and between the most recent decade versus the previous 31 years. The observed early period 
is cooler than the recent period; this is partially reflected in the higher temperatures for WRF starting around 0.6 
quantile. 
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Figure 5 Flow chart for the bias correction process. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 6 AWS locations for hourly stations used in the development of the quantile mapping for bias 

correction. The numbers indicate a station index (see Brown et al. (2016) for station information). 
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Figure 7 Example empirical cumulative distribution function for Melbourne Airport January 0400 UTC. The 

red (observed) and blue (WRF) curves are for the period 2003-2012. The purple (observed) and 
yellow (WRF) curves are for the period 1972-2002. 

 
The next steps are the actual bias correction. Each of these steps was applied to all available hours of station 
data. In step 5, the model value was replaced with the ECDF matched station value per the process described for 
Figure 4. This step created new model values for each station location. Step 6 created a difference dataset 
between the old and new model values at all station locations. These differences were then spatially interpolated 
across the 4-km grid (step 7), using the “dsgrid2” inverse distance weighting spatial interpolation algorithm with 
a power coefficient of 1.5 in the NCAR Command Language (NCL 2012) software package. The power 
coefficient of 1.5 was subjectively chosen based upon examining output maps. It was determined that 1.5 
allowed for reasonable weighting of nearby stations, but still retained sufficient local information. Higher power 
coefficient values localize the weighting, while lower values distribute station influence more widely. Step 8 
simply subtracted the interpolated grid from the original grid to create the bias corrected grid for that hour. 
Figure 8 shows example maps of two difference grids representing hours 1800 and 0600 UTC (0500 and 1700 
local time, respectively) for 7 February 2009. Note in this example that the early morning local time hour of 
0500 requires greater corrections especially in the complex terrain region than for the late afternoon local time 
hour of 1700. This is primarily due to the model’s nighttime physics and the local topographic influences of 
complex terrain. 
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Figure 8 Spatial interpolation examples from the quantile mapping bias correction for 1800 UTC 7 February 

2009 (a) and 0600 UTC (b). Shaded values are WRF uncorrected grid point values minus WRF bias 
corrected grid point values for temperature (°C). Station numbers refer to map in Figure 6. 

 
The final step in the process was a check of the final grid requiring that the maximum and minimum values of 
the new grid did not exceed the maximum and minimum values of station observed values. This step kept the 
bias corrected values as estimates across the grid from exceeding the known observed values. It certainly is 
possible that locations in between stations could achieve values exceeding observed, but given there are not 
observations everywhere, it was felt that this conservative approach still allowed for realistic climatological 
representations while keeping the model values within the ranges of known measurements. 
 
The results of the bias correction can be partially assessed by examining example station boxplots and 
scatterplots. Figure 9a shows an example for the January 2003-2012 hourly (UTC) distribution of WRF minus 
observed temperature (°C) for the Melbourne Airport station before bias correction. Overall, the bias is quite 
low (approximately ±0.5°C). The outlying points are likely due to a timing issue of fronts and other localized 
circulation patterns or phenomena that WRF missed, and these cannot be corrected for strictly from the bias 
correction process. Figure 9b shows the distribution after the bias correction. Though not all medians fall on the 
zero line, the interquartile distribution is more centered near zero degrees. The majority of the outliers are WRF 
over-predicting temperature. 
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Figure 9 Boxplots of January 2003-2012 hourly (UTC) distribution of WRF minus observed temperature 

(°C) for Melbourne airport before bias correction (a) and WRF bias corrected minus observed (b). 
 
Figure 10a shows the original bias for Melbourne Airport 2003-2012 January relative humidity (%). The median 
bias is generally small, with the exception of hours 1500-1900 UTC, which are early morning hours in local 
time. The bias corrected values are shown in Figure 10b and show good centering of the interquartile range 
around zero with median values of 0-1%. Similar to temperature, there are some outliers from frontal timing, 
local precipitation events, or other factors for which the correction method cannot adjust. The majority of these 
outliers are WRF under-predicting relative humidity. 
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Figure 10 Boxplots of January 2003-2012 hourly (UTC) distribution of WRF minus observed relative 

humidity (%) for Melbourne airport before bias correction (a) and WRF bias corrected minus 
observed (b). 

 
Figure 11a shows the original bias for Melbourne Airport 2003-2012 January wind speed (knots). The median 
original bias is in the 0-2 knot range, though overall WRF tended to under-predict wind speed. Similar to Figs. 9 
and 10, there are outliers related to other model and observation factors beyond just bias. Figure 11b shows 
overall improvement from the bias correction. Though there is still a slight under-prediction, the bias corrected 
median values are around 0-1 knots, and the overall distribution is more condensed. 
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Figure 11 Boxplots of January 2003-2012 hourly (UTC) distribution of WRF minus observed wind speed 

(knots) for Melbourne airport before bias correction (a) and WRF bias corrected minus observed 
(b). 

 
Figure 12 shows example scatterplots for WRF predicted versus observed temperature for January at 0000 UTC. 
The blue circles show before and the red circles after QM bias correction, respectively. Figure 12a is for Falls 
Creek (station 40 in Figure 6) where both scatterplots show a well-defined linear relationship, but the before 
correction scatter clearly highlights WRF over-predicting temperature. The QM bias correction shows the values 
nicely aligned along the 45° diagonal. As shown in the previous boxplot examples, there remain some points in 
which the errors could not be substantially reduced. Figure 12b shows January 0000 UTC scatterplots for 
Horsham Aerodrome (station 72 in Figure 6). In this case there is little difference between the predicted versus 
observed points before and after correction, indicating that little QM correction was needed to begin with. As a 
final example, Figure 12c shows January 0000 UTC scatterplots for Mount Hotham (station 41 in Figure 6), 
where there was a clear need for bias correction, and several points show large errors between predicted and 
observed. Many of these larger errors were reduced after correction, and the points align better along the 
diagonal. 
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Figure 12 Scatterplots of WRF predicted versus observed temperature (°C) for January hour 0000 UTC for the 

years 2003-2012 for the stations Falls Creek (a), Horsham Aerodrome (b), and Mount Hotham (c). 
Blue and red circles are before and after bias correction respectively. 
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The effectiveness of the QM bias correction method outside the 1996-2012 period for which the ECDF’s were 
calculated was done by calculating and examining bias statistics for each station by month and by hour for each 
weather element, and by different periods through 1972-2012. Figure 13 shows the temperature bias statistics at 
Mildura with the blue showing the WRF-observation values and the red showing the same statistics after the 
QM method is applied for periods 2003-2012 (a), 1980-2002 (b) and 1972-1979 (c). The values represent the 
daily average of 3-hourly values within each of the 12 months. Values at 3-hourly intervals were chosen since 
hourly observations are not available throughout the full 41-years. The bias curve before correction highlights 
both the within month diurnal cycle pattern and the seasonal cycle with a range of approximately -1°C to +2°C 
depending on hour and month. The red line indicates a substantial reduction in the overall bias after the QM 
method is applied; values are near zero and the diurnal and seasonal cycle errors are mostly removed. Corrected 
bias for the 1980-2002 period in Figure 13b is reduced to less than 1°C. The corrected bias for the 1972-1979 
period in Figure 13c is also mostly reduced, but the lack of station data observations during this period inhibits a 
clean looking pattern. 
 
Figures 14a-c show the corresponding plots for relative humidity at Mildura. WRF under-predicts humidity 
nearly all months and hours except for September and October. The bias after correction is typically within ±1% 
from the zero line for 2003-2012 and ±2% for the 1980-2002 periods, respectively. Bias improvement occurs 
during the 1972-1979 period, but as with temperature, the lack of station data observations during this period 
inhibits a clean looking pattern and the improvement is less than for the other decades. 
 
Figures 15a-c show the corresponding plot for surface wind speed at Mildura. WRF generally over-predicts 
wind speed by around 1 knot for the 1980-2013 periods, and 1-3 knots for 1972-1979. As with temperature and 
relative humidity, bias is reduced substantially after correction with the speed around 0.5 knots, and slightly 
more for 1972-1979. 

3. Characterisation of the dataset 

3.1 Evaluation approach 

There are no quantitative performance standards defined for a data set such as the one developed in this project, 
apart from the fact that the climate of the data set should reflect the temporal and spatial variability of the actual 
Victorian climate to a level sufficient for its intended planning applications. Further, the meteorology of actual 
(fire) weather events should be sufficiently realistic that scenario investigations of these events using fire 
behaviour models, for example, should produce worthwhile outcomes. 
 
The evaluation was based on detailed assessments of first the 2008-2009 summer, followed by the 2006-2007 
summer, both of which were high-impact fire seasons, as the motivation for the development of the data set was 
for fire weather purposes. These evaluations were very detailed, with hourly fields of each of the surface 
variables being subjectively examined for meteorological integrity, and statistical evaluations by hour of day, by 
day of integration (from Day 2 – Day 15), and by station. Particular emphasis was placed on examining case 
studies of extreme fire weather days, and also of the simulation of the timing and structure of dry cool changes 
given the importance of these to fire-fighting operations. At the end of this process it was concluded that the 
configuration selected was likely to be reliable for its intended purpose. It was further noted that there was no 
drift with time in observation-fitting error through the 15-day integration, and that inhomogeneities between the 
end of one 15-day integration and the start of the next were likely to be sufficiently small as to not compromise 
the integrity of the data set for climatological analysis purposes. 
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Figure 13 Mildura station temperature bias for the periods 2003-2012 (a), 1980-2002 (b) and 1972-1979 (c). 

The blue curve shows the original WRF minus observation mean bias for daily 3-hour averages 
within each of the twelve months, and the red line bias and the QM method was applied. 
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Figure 14 Mildura station relative humidity bias for the periods 2003-2012 (a), 1980-2002 (b) and 1972-1979 

(c). The blue curve shows the original WRF minus observation mean bias for daily 3-hour averages 
within each of the twelve months, and the red line bias and the QM method was applied. 
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Figure 15 Mildura station wind speed bias for the periods 2003-2012 (a), 1980-2002 (b) and 1972-1979 (c). 

The blue curve shows the original WRF minus observation mean bias for daily 3-hour averages 
within each of the twelve months, and the red line bias and the QM method was applied. 
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The ten-year period 2003-2012 was then completed, and data-fitting and subjective inspection of random hourly 
time-sequences and fire weather case studies were examined, and found to be consistent with the conclusions of 
the earlier assessments. 
 
Finally, data for the 1972-2002 period was generated, with again random subjective inspection of spatial 
patterns, case study evaluations, and observation-fitting statistics generated. 

3.2 Evaluation of WRF precipitation 

Precipitation is a field difficult to bias correct as it is partly a function of terrain, but also has the complexities of 
being localized due to convective instabilities, and is especially problematic to bias correct on an hourly 
temporal scale. It is also difficult to estimate precipitation in a numerical weather model for these same reasons. 
A more climatological scale correction could perhaps be applied to say monthly or annual values, but this does 
not help if the need is for precipitation on shorter time scales (e.g., daily). For fire danger, daily precipitation is a 
necessary element for drought factor (DF) and KBDI calculations that comprise FFDI. 
 
Despite cases where the WRF precipitation appeared qualitatively reasonable, analysis of WRF annual gridded 
precipitation over the 1972-2012 period compared to AWAP indicates that WRF substantially underestimated 
precipitation overall. Further analysis is needed to identify the reason for this, but model configuration would be 
a starting point. During the initial model configuration testing, much emphasis was placed on improving the 
accuracy of temperature, relative humidity and wind speed, knowing these were primary inputs to FFDI, and 
that for daily precipitation, the AWAP grid was readily available. Further, the initial seasons chosen for 
configuration testing were those major fire seasons during the Millenium Drought. Thus, precipitation was 
given little focus during the development phase. Precipitation is complex and difficult to model; there are 
numerous factors that could be considered in improving precipitation distribution both in time and space. Future 
work should include forecast statistics for hourly precipitation at observing stations compared to WRF, testing 
of model parameterisations along with scaling properties and the microphysics, and determining an appropriate 
bias correction method for daily and sub-daily precipitation data. Users should be especially aware of the under-
forecasting when using the WRF precipitation output for case studies and general analyses. 
 
Given the above concerns that daily WRF precipitation values might negatively impact the WRF FFDI 
calculation compared to station derived FFDI, we chose to use AWAP daily gridded precipitation along with the 
WRF bias corrected temperature, relative humidity and wind speed to compute DF, KBDI and FDDI (the 
algorithms for these elements are available at http://www.firebreak.com.au/bkdi_df.html (last accessed 4 August 
2016)). 
 
Deficiencies in simulation of rainfall amounts and occurrence will have feedback effects on surface weather 
elements: temperature and rainfall via evaporative cooling and moistening, and wind speeds via changes in 
atmospheric stability. These effects are greatest if the rain is either hit/miss or miss/hit, while it is less clear what 
are the effects of correct timing but incorrect simulations of rainfall amounts. An analysis of Victoria-wide 
observation error each hour during the 20 weeks of the 2008-2009 summer (Brown et al. 2015) showed several 
events where for several hours RMS errors approximately doubled, and some of these were associated with 
mistimed onsets and cessation of rainfall. Based on extensive visual examination there did not appear to be a 
persistence effect from these errors. The effects on climatological fire weather analyses are likely small, but care 
should be taken with any individual case study. 
 
3.3 Wind speed homogeneity - example 

A primary aim of this project was to provide a “spatially and temporally consistent” time series of data across 
the state – an aim that can be achieved using NWP modeling, but which is much more problematic using 
observations. To demonstrate this aspect of the data set a comparison of the daily time-series of 1500 local time 
wind speed observed and simulated by WRF at Bendigo (station 15 in Figure 6) is presented in Figure 16. 
 
At Bendigo there was no anemometer available prior to the introduction of the AWS in 1993, so wind speed 
observations were made subjectively, with Beaufort Scale protocols providing a guide. In Figure 16a there are 
clearly preferred ranges of wind speed during the pre-1993 period, and with inhomogeneities in these preferred 
ranges. After 1993 the time-series is much more homogeneous. Note that there was also a site change from 
Bendigo Prison to Bendigo Airport with the introduction of the AWS there. The WRF time-series at Bendigo 
Airport (Figure 16b) shows a homogeneous record throughout the period. 
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3.4 Meteorological integrity 

While the primary purpose of the data set creation was for climatological analyses, the integration strategy used 
meant that a large number of case studies could be examined, in varying detail, throughout the course of the 
evaluation phase of this project. A number of significant fire events, where it is desirable that the meteorology 
be simulated with some degree of accuracy, or at least be documented as to its level of accuracy, were 
examined. Other cases were interesting, generally mesoscale, weather systems that were identified during visual 
inspection of numerous plotted images of the hourly WRF gridded fields. Some of these are known features of 
the weather in southeast Australia and demonstrate the ability of the WRF model to simulate these features, 
while others are less well known. 
 
We examined thirteen major fire events over Victoria, ranging from the Western District fires of February 1977 
through to Black Saturday in February 2009. With varying reporting detail from the different events, a single 
time and station was chosen for each day, with the time being either when an observation or report was available 
(for the earlier events) or a time near the peak FFDI of the day at a station reasonably representative of the fire 
area for the later events. The bias and RMSE for each of these matches are presented in Table 2. There is a small 
negative bias for temperature and wind speed, and a small positive bias for relative humidity; however, these 
statistics are seen as being very encouraging, particularly as there are some uncertainties regarding the 
representativeness or averaging period used for some of the reported wind observations, and the fact that these 
sampled data occur either at the extreme outer tails of the observed distributions (e.g., Black Saturday), or under 
rapidly changing conditions. The individual events are listed in Brown et al. (2015), which also demonstrate that 
a very high quality representation of mesoscale detail and evolving weather patterns during these days was 
simulated, including timing and structures of wind changes. 
 
A number of interesting mesoscale circulation features were also identified in the WRF data. We have focussed 
here on those likely to have impact on fire operations – either planned or unplanned fires. Complex 
topographically-induced flows have been identified, including mountain waves and funnelling of winds through 
gaps in the topographic barriers. Other circulation features are caused by land-sea temperature contrasts at a 
variety of scales. 
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a)  

b)  
 
Figure 16 Daily time-series of (a) WRF simulated 1500 local time wind speed (km/h) and (b) observed based 

on Lucas 2010 for Bendigo. 
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 Temperature (oC) Relative humidity (%) Wind Speed (km/hr) 

BIAS -0.63 3.2 -5.0 

RMSE  1.8 7.4  8.9 
 
Table 2 Bias and RMSE from the corrected data set at a time near the time of maximum FFDI on thirteen 

major fire weather days in Victoria between 1977 and 2009. 
 
Some features, such as the Winchelsea Convergence (Mills and Morgan 2006) have been documented in the 
past, and are well resolved by the WRF model. Others, like the foehn winds identified in this data set along the 
Otway coast in south-western Victoria are less well known, but have been shown by preliminary analyses to be 
realistically modelled, and so further climatological analyses of these flows would be potentially valuable given 
the forest cover and fire history of the region. Examples presented in Brown et al. (2015) include: 
 

• Strong southwesterly wind surges through the northwest (Mallee) areas of Victoria 
• A persistent strong foehn-like wind maxima over the coast east of Cape Otway 
• Excellent simulations of the Winchelsea Convergence (Mills and Morgan (2006) 
• Wind fluctuations over western Victoria associated with cellular convection in the planetary boundary 

layer 
• Southerly wind surges through the Kilmore Gap (north of Melbourne) 
• Complex circulation features associate with interacting topographically-induced and land-sea 

temperature contrast induced circulations. These are especially evident in Gippsland (south-eastern 
Victoria) 

 
Many of these systems can only be resolved by mesoscale numerical modelling as they fall well below the 
resolution of the observing network. 
 
4. Fire weather climatology for Victoria 

Numerous climatology analyses can be undertaken with this dataset, both for diagnostic and summary 
assessments. Here we show a few examples. 
 
The homogeneous 4 km grid in the dataset allows for a variety of annual, seasonal, monthly, daily, and hourly 
spatial analyses. Figure 17 shows the average January temperature for 0600 UTC (a) and 1800 UTC (b), and 
corresponding relative humidity in the upper right and lower right, respectively. These times represent 
approximately the daily maximum and minimum values of the diurnal cycle during January. There is a clear 
diurnal cycle, with the topography modifying the absolute values of temperature, and a strong modification of 
the airmass south of the ranges by the effects of land-sea contrast. The relative humidity distribution and diurnal 
variation in Figs. 17c and 17d approximately follows the temperature distribution due to the inverse relationship 
of relative humidity with temperature, but the effects of topography are somewhat different, probably due to the 
normal hydrolapse. 
 
Figures 18a and b show the mean 0600 and 1800 UTC wind fields for January 1972-2012, respectively. There is 
clear diurnal variation in the flow fields, as well as the usual higher wind speeds during the afternoon than 
overnight. At 0600 UTC the winds are directed onshore over the entire state south of the Divide with these 
winds being particularly strong along the central Gippsland coast. In the northwest of the state the winds are 
southwesterly, but towards the northeast there is convergence along the axis of the Great Dividing Range. 
Another feature of note is the prevailing easterly winds in the far east of southern NSW, consistent with the 
descriptions of the “Canberra sea-breeze” by Clarke (1983). By 1800 UTC (overnight) winds are lighter 
throughout, with the flow north of the divide being generally east to southeast, while south of the divide there is 
considerable variability, with local effects dominating. 
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a)  

b)  
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c)  

d)  
 
Figure 17 Average January temperature for hour 0600 UTC (a) and hour 1800 UTC (b) and relative humidity 

in (c) and (d) for the same hours, respectively. The geographic boundaries represent Bushfire Risk 
landscape boundaries used by DELWP. 
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a)  

b)  
 
Figure 18 Average January 0600 UTC (a) and 1800 UTC (b) wind fields for the period 1972-2012. The 

arrows indicate direction, and the colour code speed. 
 
Figure 19a shows the average maximum temperature anomaly for land points over Victoria from the Bureau of 
Meteorology high quality ACORN_SAT data set available from (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/change/acorn-
sat/) for the 1972-2012 period of the data set generated in this project, together with the same statistic calculated 
over Victorian land points from the WRF bias-corrected data set (Figure 19b). Apart from the years in the early 
1970s the correspondence is very encouraging, with the cooler years in the mid-1980s and early 1990s, and the 
extended warmer period from 2000 well represented. 
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a)  

b)  
 
Figure 19 Annual average maximum temperature anomaly (°C) relative to the 1972-2012 average for the land 

areas of Victoria. The upper plot (a) is from the Bureau of Meteorology ACORN_SAT data set, and 
the lower plot (b) from the WRF data set. 

 
Figure 20 shows December-February all-time maximum temperature (a) and minimum relative humidity (b) for 
the years 1972-2012. The highest temperatures are seen in the northwest portion of the state, and the coolest in 
the higher elevations of the Great Dividing Range in the East. In both plots a sharp temperature contrast is 
clearly seen along the coast. For most of Victoria, the all-time lowest humidity values are below fifteen per cent. 
It is interesting that there is less variation across the state in these extreme values than there is in the average 
0600 UTC (January) fields shown in Figure 18, indicating that even in the relatively benign climate of east 
Gippsland, very high temperatures and very low relative humidities can occur. 
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a)  

b)  
 
Figure 20 December-February all-time maximum temperature (a) and minimum relative humidity (b) for the 

years 1972-2012. 
 
Figure 21 shows the 1972-2012 December-February maximum FFDI at each grid point. There is some small-
scale variability in the northwest, and understanding this requires further investigation, but it appears to be 
associated with very isolated high wind speeds in the WRF data set, together with the extreme sensitivity of the 
FFDI to variations in its inputs when the values reach high levels. On a broader scale, the highest FFDI values 
are seen in the northwestern portion of Victoria, extending eastwards to central Victoria north of the ranges, and 
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southwards in the far west of the state. There are also notable areas of high values south of the central highlands 
just west of Melbourne and extending westward along the Barwon Valley (southwest of Melbourne), and also 
areas of relative maxima in west and central Gippsland – both these areas appear associated with lee effects of 
the ranges. The lowest values are seen across the Great Dividing Range in the east where elevation effects keep 
temperatures lower, and in the far eastern portion of Gippsland. 
 

 
Figure 21 December-February highest value of FFDI for the years 1972-2012 from the gridded climatology. 
 
The examples shown above in this section are samples of the graphics and analyses that indicate the almost 
limitless opportunity for hitherto unavailable analyses – including fields of percentiles of the FFDI, analysis of 
periods exceeding thresholds at any location, inter-annual and regional variations of fire season characteristics, 
analysis of prescribed burning windows, of atmospheric dispersion climates, of various atmospheric stability 
measures that might affect fire behavior that could be conducted with this data set. It also provides a data set 
with which to assess climatologies of more esoteric mesoscale weather events, such as mountain waves, that 
may affect fire behaviour. The hourly mesoscale data also provide a hitherto unavailable long-period 
homogeneous data set with which to drive fire spread models such as Phoenix (Tolhurst et al. 2008). Given the 
high-temporal and spatial resolution of the dataset, endless statistics and analyses can be undertaken. 
 
5. Discussion 

A primary purpose of this project was to develop a high spatial and temporal resolution climatological data set 
over Victoria1. Creating a long-term dataset from a numerical meteorology model using initial boundary 
conditions and nudging can produce a very good climatology because overall any errors in the meteorology are 
mostly averaged out, as both subjective evaluation and quantitative analyses of our data set have shown. Thus, 
weekly to monthly to seasonal and longer time scales derived from the model can match closely with statistics 
from observations, particularly after bias correction. 
 
The use of reanalysis data sets to specify initial state and lateral boundary conditions, together with grid 
nudging, also provides a data set that shows excellent representation of the evolving mesoscale meteorology 
over Victoria on many days of historical dangerous fire weather. However, as with any mesoscale NWP model 
forecast, there can be random errors in the simulation, such as the timing of a frontal passage, or the calculation 
of a maximum or minimum values. In many cases these random timing errors can be quite small, but given the 

																																																								
1 The dataset is owned and managed by Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning; further details available from Brown et al. (2015; 2016). 
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hourly intervals of our data set, can lead to intermittent apparent large errors when compared to observations. 
For example, an observing station with a continuous measurement of temperature might indicate a maximum 
temperature occurring at 1530 local time, whereas a model producing hourly output will only indicate values at 
1500 and 1600 local time, potentially underestimating the actual maximum of the day. 
 
The QM bias correction method did at times slightly overcorrect the original output values for temperature, 
relative humidity and wind speed; however, for the median values this tended to be a very small amount (e.g. 
0.5°C temperature, 1 per cent humidity, 2 knots wind speed). It is not likely that this overcorrection would 
particularly impact climatological analyses, but note that larger case-specific forecast errors still exist in the 
dataset due to issues noted here in this section and elsewhere in the project report (Brown et al. 2015). The QM 
methodology only dealt with bias, not site- or event-specific forecast error. 
 
We learned several lessons in this project about generating a large homogeneous dataset from a mesoscale 
model, and there are a number of characteristics of the data set that must be born in mind when it is being 
applied to any particular need: 
 

• Long integration periods (e.g., 15-days) can work especially if nudging is employed, and temperature, 
relative humidity and wind speed are the focused outputs. Running shorter integration periods (e.g., 36-
hours with a 6-hour spin-up) with or without nudging should produce quite satisfactory results as well, 
but this is computationally expensive given the extensive input/output needed over a large high-spatial 
resolution domain. Since we did not have supercomputer access at the time, the trade-off we chose was 
to run a much longer integration period for computational efficiency, but employing nudging to help 
keep the meteorology in check. Running a fire behaviour model with inputs spanning 15-day 
integration periods could be affected by the discontinuity between integration periods, but these 
discontinuities are not of a magnitude to affect most climatological analyses. 

• Precipitation was not well represented from a climatological perspective (substantially under-
forecasted). Further investigation is required to determine how this can be improved through 
parameterisations and model configuration. It is a significant undertaking to produce satisfactory 
output fields for all of the elements when producing a long-term climatology. A consequence of tuning 
the WRF model for accurate temperature, relative humidity and wind parameters (the direct 
meteorological inputs to fire danger equations) during a sustained period of meteorological drought led 
to an inadvertent negative bias in the modelled rainfall. 

• The effects of mis-forecast rainfall on surface weather elements is at times significant, although 
generally only for periods of a few hours. While these effects on fire weather climatology are likely 
small, they may have greater impact on an individual meteorological or fire spread analysis. 

• Though we ultimately used three initial boundary condition models: the two ECMWF models would 
have probably sufficed (the same could probably be said for using the FNL and NCAR/NCEP Global 
Reanalysis, a combination we did not explore). The need for using different models is primarily a 
function of desired historical run length. It is widely known that the global observing system has 
substantially improved and evolved especially post-1979. There is some suggestion that the quality of 
the data set may be less in the first few years of the data set, and be more reliable after 1979. Because 
the global observing system has improved and evolved dramatically over the 41 years of this data set, 
the dataset quality does include a certain degree of deterioration going backwards in time, especially 
the 1972-1979 period. 

• The hourly observation period of record varies substantially across the stations, ranging from less than 
10 to nearly 40 years, the latter for only a very few stations. We chose a minimum 10-year threshold to 
calculate the empirical distributions. The QM method can only use the years available to calculate the 
quantiles, yet these need to be applied across the full 41-year period. Thus, the correction for a station 
location prior to hourly years will in most cases be from a more recent climate period since consistent 
hourly observations did not begin until the 1990s. The implications of this should be examined more 
closely before detailed trend analyses are undertaken. However, Figs. 13-15 show that using ECDF’s 
from the latter part of the data set period does reduce biases throughout the period. 

• The meteorology represented by the WRF data set, while extra-ordinarily impressive in many cases, 
does contain a random error component and will affect, for example, simulations of the spread of actual 
historic fires; thus, in such applications careful assessment of the meteorology of the event should be a 
first step. 

• We can find cases where maximum or minimum values from WRF did not correspond to the station 
observations. This can especially become apparent when looking at a derived element such as FFDI, 
and can be caused by a variety of reasons noted in Brown et al. (2015). Detailed analyses are needed to 
understand just how these discrepancies come about such as random errors in the model. Using 
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empirical cumulative distribution functions performed much better than theoretical distributions 
especially for the tails. Thus, model and observation assessment is needed rather than statistical 
methods to better understand these discrepancies. While the QM bias correction method did at times 
slightly overcorrect the original output values for temperature, relative humidity and wind speed (due 
to the adjustment being based on hourly empirical distributions by month, and not individual 
observation values for that hour), the median values are small and not likely to affect most analyses. 
When comparing extreme values in the WRF data set with those from observations, care must be taken 
in their interpretation, as the observations may not necessarily be representative. This can be due to a 
variety of factors such as strongest winds being caused by thunderstorm outdrafts, and shorter 
averaging periods for some of the strongest wind observations. Accordingly some of the most extreme 
observations (the 99.9th percentile and beyond) may not be representative of the distribution being 
modeled. Our quality control decisions prior to the QM affect the exact cut-off point for the highest 
observed wind speeds used in the QM, but we have not yet tested quality control decisions on whether 
a WRF-simulated thunderstorm outdraft should be included. 
 

6. Summary and conclusion 

This project utilized a combination of mesoscale modelling, global reanalysis data, surface observations, 
statistical bias correction, and historic observed rainfall analyses to create a homogeneous 40-year (1972-2012), 
hourly interval, 4 km gridded dataset for Victoria. The final dataset includes hourly 2 m temperature, 2 m 
relative humidity, 10 m wind speed and direction, FFDI, and daily DF and KBDI. The output also includes 32 
atmospheric levels in addition to the surface; thus, upper-air analyses may also be undertaken with this dataset. 
Since the focus of the current work was on the surface fire weather variables, no analyses have been undertaken 
yet for the upper levels. WRF daily maximum surface temperature was used as input for the daily DF and KBDI 
calculations, but because of quality issues with precipitation discussed above, AWAP rainfall data were used (in 
combination with bias corrected hourly temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed) to calculate hourly 
FFDI. 
 
The well-established quantile mapping method was utilized for bias correction of surface temperature, relative 
humidity, and wind speed. However, some methodology modification provided substantial improvements to the 
dataset. First, a careful QC of the observation dataset was required to remove unrealistic or unlikely values, 
since these would heavily influence the empirical distribution tails. Second, it was necessary to make sure that 
observation locations were not related to model water grid points since these would bias the correction. Third, 
because of diurnal, seasonal, and local physical characteristics of the observation stations (e.g., terrain), it was 
important to develop mapping functions for each hour by month. Fourth, much emphasis in assessing the 
correction was given the distribution tails, since this region is critical for bushfire analyses. Fifth, the spatial 
interpolation of correction across the grid required a balance of weighting the station grid point to account for 
local characteristics and its influence on neighbouring stations. 
 
Extensive evaluation in three phases was undertaken including both quantitative and case study qualitative 
assessments. The first phase was during the initial and quite exhaustive configuration refinement, or tuning 
phase, when the model (mostly physics) parameters were tuned to produce stable meteorologically and 
climatologically realistic fields, and this focused on relatively short (two-week to 1 season) periods. The second 
phase comprised assessments of the first 10 years (2003-2012) of the data set when a stable configuration for 
the WRF model had been determined. The third phase comprised the evaluation of the 1972-2002 period. 

The gridded dataset opens up a brand new opportunity to undertake more comprehensive analysis of the nuances 
of bushfire risk and fire climate at a regional scale, which DELWP (and other fire agencies) has not hitherto 
been able to do due to the sparse coverage of weather stations and an inability to objectively and accurately 
interpolate between stations. This will be a significant boost to DELWP in implementing a more strategic and 
risk-based approach to bushfire management providing a stronger basis for identifying regional sources of 
bushfire risk, and engaging closely with community and stakeholders in working through options to treat 
bushfire risks. Outputs from this dataset provide an almost limitless opportunity for other previously unavailable 
spatial and long temporal analyses – including fields of percentiles of the Forest Fire Danger Index, analysis of 
periods exceeding thresholds at any location, inter-annual and regional variations of fire season characteristics, 
analysis of prescribed burning windows, of atmospheric dispersion climates, of various atmospheric stability 
measures that might affect fire behavior. It also provides a data set with which to assess climatologies of more 
esoteric mesoscale weather events, such as mountain waves, that may affect fire behaviour. The hourly 
mesoscale data also provides a previously unavailable long-period homogeneous data set with which to drive 
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fire spread models such as Phoenix. While this dataset was primarily created for fire weather planning purposes, 
the opportunities for other applications are immense. 
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